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Abstract: The text gives a brief overview of the political use of the topics Islam and refugee 
crisis in the campaign to the parliamentary election of the Freedom Party Austria in 2017, 
as well as a short analysis of this kind of political speech and mobilization in the context 
of nationalist politics and the exclusion of strangers and minorities in the nation state.
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Introduction

The parliamentary election in Austria in October 2017 brought a political change. 
After more than fifty years, the conservative party (Österreichische Volkspartei; 
ÖVP) under Sebastian Kurz reached the first place, and built a coalition government 
with the right-wing “Freedom party” under Heinz-Christian Strache. The election 
campaigns of both parties were dominated by the topics of refugees and Islam.

In my view, the historical context of the election was not only the refugee 
crisis of 2015/16 which affected Austria in a special way, but also the terrorist 
attacks of the “Islamic State” (IS) after May 2014 and till 2017. These topics of 
the campaigns corresponded with dominant fears among the Austrian population, 
according to a study undertaken in November 2016: the “propagation of a radical 
Islam” and the “storm of asylum-seekers” were troubling more than 70% of the 
polled persons (Österreichischer Integrationsfonds 2017). In this paper, I will give 
a short overview of the election campaign of the Freedom party, of a right-wing 
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populist and right-extreme politics instrumentalizing and strenghtening fears 
among a great share of people (see Wodak 2015; Nussbaum 2018).

The Election Campaign in 2017

The campaign of the Freedom party started officially with the presentation of 
the election campaign in August 2017. The party had chosen the motto “Austrians 
earn Fairness”. It used the subject of a bicycle driver who has to transport a very 
heavy person, with the slogan “Refugees welcome” on his T-shirt. In this way, 
the so-called “Welcome culture” towards refugees (especially of the – at this time 
– ruling Social democratic party) was characterized as a burden or as responsible 
for the burden of the costs for the 80.000 newly arrived refugees in Austria.

An interview with Heinz-Christian Strache, head of the Freedom party, in the 
Austrian television programme “summer talks” in August shows the strategic line 
regarding the topic Islam. The journalist mentioned the Islamist terror in Europe, 
Strache answered: “It is necessary not to allow radical political developments of 
Islam, one should not support it. One should not permit associations, kindergarten 
and schools, as it happened under Red and Black in the last years.” We see here 
a typical semantic over-generalization which confuses Islamic main-stream 
institutions in Austria with the global terror of jihadism. It is a strategy to blame 
the Muslim minority in Austria and at the same time the political opponents 
which built the government coalition.

Later in the interview, the journalist confronted Strache with an antisemitic 
speech of a member of parliament of his party. Strache responded: “But then you 
should also read the study of Ednan Aslan, according to which 45% of migrants 
with Muslim background wish the annihilation of Israel and wish the annihilation 
of Jews.” There are many deep and severe problems with antisemitic attitudes among 
Muslims.2 But in this case, the point is: the study which Strache mentioned, does 
not exist.3 It was a rhetorical strategy to deviate with the help of the topic of Muslim 
antisemitism from the deep-rooted antisemitism in the history and presence of 
the Freedom party – a political party which developed out of the follower party 
of the Nazis in 1955, 10 years after the collapse of the Nazi regime.4 What we 

2 See Jikeli 2015; Bauer 2018; for the example of France see Wieviorka 2019.
3 Source: Personal communication with Prof. Ednan Aslan (University of Vienna, Institute for 

Islamic Theology) and his assistant at this time, Dr. Jonas Kolb, by e-mail.
4 „In no other country of Europe there is such a continuity between a party which embodied 

a barbarian dictatorshop, and a parliamentary party which acts in a post-fascist (or post-Nazi) 
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can already learn about this particular type of political communication with the 
public: what counts is the struggle for power in the state, and not facts and truth.

At the presentation of a new wave of posters in September, Strache responded 
to the construction of an anti-terror defense in front of the seat of the federal 
chancellor in Vienna. He connected this measure with the refugees of 2015/16: 
Now the government would build a wall, “because it wants to protect itself, while 
the population was handed over to certain developments, where it was not ready 
to protect the population by an efficient border security.” It is insinuated that the 
influx of Muslim refugees made it necessary to install anti-terror defense measures. 
In this way, the refugees are represented as potential Islamist terrorists, similar 
to the statement of the former Polish prime minister Beata Szydło from March 
2017: “It is impossible to separate Muslim refugees and migrants from terrorists. 
(…) In a Muslim refugee we have to see a potential terrorist.”5

The second wave of posters contrasted political opponents of the other parties 
with Strache. One bill showed Sebastian Kurz together with his former statement 
“The Islam belongs to Austria”, and opposed it with the statement by Strache: 
“Islamization has to be stopped.” The institutionalization of Islam is equated with 
a hostile “Islamization” or “hostile conquest” – a semantic strategy which was 
used by the French political party Front National already in the 70’s. Presenting 
the poster, Strache commented: “We do not want to become strangers in our own 
homeland.” In a speech at the official start of the election campaign of the Freedom 
Party in September 2017, Strache used this motif in the following way: “A parallel 
society where we experience in the primary schools in Vienna but also in other 
cities that our children have become a minority in our own land and more Muslim 
children sit in the classrooms than catholic one’s.” This formulation works with 
that what Ivan Krastev has called “demographic panic”. It takes different forms 
in Western and Eastern Europe: in Eastern Europe the “fear of ‘ethnic extinction’” 
and a “growing existential melancholia” because of the emigration of large parts 
of the population, and in Western societies because of the massive immigration 
of people with Muslim confession (Krastev 2017).

There are many other examples where the topics of Muslim refugees and 
Islam were used during the campaign, especially the topic of Islamic kindergarten 

liberal-democratic system as a „normal party“. (Anton Pelinka: „Der Preis der Salonfähigkeit. 
Österreichs Rechtsextremismus im internationalen Vergleich“, 2013, p.2. Source: Website 
Dokumentation Center of Austrian Resistance (DÖW), Site „Rechtsextremismus in Österreich“. 
Translation: EF). 

5 Polish TV-News Channel TVN24, 23 March 2017, one day after the terrorist attack at 
Westminster Bridge in London. Source: Jan Opielka (journalist), e-mail 9 April, 2018.
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in Vienna which were presented as a kind of training-camps for future jihadists. 
The climax of this politics of fear is the speech of Strache at the final event of the 
campaign in Vienna at 13th October 2017, with Islam as the dominating topic. One 
passage should be enough to demonstrate the character of this type of speaking: 
The government

‘… has allowed a completely undifferentiated mass immigration from outside of 
Europe to Austria, where the climax was reached in 2015, when hundred thousands 
of, yes, radical Islamists, also terrorists came into the country. Where the terror was 
brought into the heart of Europe as we had to experience in reams of terror attacks 
in Europe (…) ’.

Reason tells us, that this statement is an extreme exaggeration and untrue. The 
predominant majority of jihadist terror attacks in this period came from people 
raised or born in France or other European countries, not from the people fleeing 
from Syria, Irak and Afghanistan. In addition to this argument, in Austria we have 
a privileged situation: There are extensive and solid empirical data about the attitudes 
and values of the refugees which arrived in Austria in autumn 2015, in form of two 
studies of the Austrian Academy of Sciences, in cooperation with other scientific 
institutions. They show that 84,8% of the refugees with predominantly Muslim 
belonging prefer a secular order of the state, the separation of state and religion. 
91,3% see democracy as ideal form of the state; 84,8% approve the full equality 
of men and women; 97,3% appraise the living together of different religions as 
positive, etc. (Buber-Ennser et al. 2016; Kohlbacher 2017). These are not exactly 
the attitudes and convictions of Islamists and Jihadists.

Again, we are reminded: This type of political public communication is 
not about facts, sincerity and truth, but about the struggle for power – an end 
which justifies all means, at least in the view of this kind of political style and 
speech. It is a language of exaggeration, fearmongering, lies and irrationality. It 
takes up rumors and strengthens it in this way. It blames vulnerable groups like 
refugees and the Muslim minority. It is disconnected from criteria of speech like 
rationality, truthfulness and factual accuracy. Ultimately, it is a language of violence. 
It is part and parcel of a bigger program which was part of the election campaign 
of the Freedom Party: the consideration to replace the European Convention on 
Human Rights by an “Austrian Convention of Human Rights which protects the 
right of the homeland” (‘Heimatrecht’), that is, the privileges of the autochthonous 
members of the Austrian nation. “Nation” not in the sense of the French idea of 
loyalty towards the constitution and the institutions of the republic, but according 
to the German concept of a cultural and linguistic unity.
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Analysis

From an analytical distance, we can recognize the social mechanisms of 
nationalist exclusion of the foreigners who do not belong to the imagined essential 
political community, the ethnic in-group with a common origin, language and 
culture (Wimmer 2002). By the process of the exclusion of the out-group, the 
national consciousness becomes alive and activated, and the nationals receive 
their rewards: identity, security, belonging, in form of the constructed social bond 
of the national community.

The ideological background is nationalism – Karl Popper called it “a dreadful 
heresy” of Western civilization (Popper 1992: 120). The nationalist concept of the 
nation state tilts the balance between nation and state, between the ethnic group 
and the universal principles of the constitution of the state, and shifts it toward 
the nation pole. In her Origins of Totalitarianism (ch. 9), Hannah Arendt (2017) 
called this development, beginning in the time between first and second world 
war, “the decline of the nation state”. It is a decline of a nation state where the 
state is the supreme legal institution and defines the nation, and at the same time 
the rise of the “ethnic nation” which makes the state to a mere instrument of the 
nation. Arendt called it “the conquest of the state by the nation”. The summit of 
this ideological and political development was the understanding of the state as 
a folkish community (“Volksgemeinschaft”) by the National Socialists. Despite the 
success of liberal democracy after 1945, this struggle continues till today: between 
the idea of the nation state as a republic based on universal rights, and on the 
other hand the ethnic nation based on the privileges of the imagined culturally 
homogeneous ethnic community. The idea of the “ethnic nation” is connected 
with the negative boundary-making between “we” and “others”, one’s own and the 
stranger, and a discrimination of national minorities like Jews, Muslims, Sinti and 
Romanies, or refugees. It seems that in times of crises the “retrotopia” (Bauman 
2017) of the withdrawal behind national borders has more and stronger support.

The double crises of the IS-terror in Europe and the refugee movement to Europe 
between 2014 and 2017 was an opportunity-structure for right-wing populist 
and extreme political parties. It supported a backlash of authoritarian, illiberal 
politics. There was a struggle about the rational or irrational, mythical framing of 
both crises: Was the refugee movement a question of war, terrible violence and its 
consequences, of human despair and human rights – or a “hostile invasion”, as 
political leaders like Viktor Orbán in Hungary, Miloš Zeman in the Czech Republic, 
Geert Wilders in the Netherlands or Heinz-Christian Strache in Austria or even 
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a Hungarian catholic bishop like Laszlo Kiss-Rigo have posed it? Was the IS the 
true face of an expansive, violent Islam as a monster subject (according to the 
conviction of many different circles worldwide) – or in fact a terrible Islamist 
sect and a distortion of traditional Islam?

It seems that in times of crises, mythic thinking has more chances. Mythic 
thinking – centering around the mythological structure of the great struggle 
between “good” and “evil”, “light” and “darkness” – is the “most dangerous enemy” 
of reason, as Ernst Cassirer (2009) puts it in The myth of the state from 1946. Mythic 
thinking conquers rational thinking. It wants to convince people: ‘It is only us, our 
party/ community, which identifies the true danger and tells the truth about the 
real enemy (be it the jews, Soros, Islam, the EU, Donald Tusk, the refugees, …). It 
is only us which will protect the people against this enemy.’

Umberto Eco writes: “To have an enemy is not only important to define one’s 
own identity but also to build up a hindrance to demonstrate one’s own value 
system and by fighting against it one’s own value. Therefore, if there is no enemy 
one has to fabricate it.” (Eco 2011: 9)
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